DO YOU KNOW THE COST OF EQUIPMENT DOWNTIME?

Often times, we can provide an ROI in as little as one missed downtime.

HDP 600 BC1 | On-Board Diesel Fuel Coalescing Filter w/ Integral Electric Pump

- Modern, on-board cartridge filter system designed to protect diesel powered equipment operators from failures, breakdowns and frequent or unplanned service interventions
- Small envelope size offers a great flexibility in mounting on your diesel powered equipment
- Exceeds industry standards for particulate/water removal in ULSD15 and biodiesel fuels
- Innovative electrical primer pump and automatic water drain options available to promote seamless integration on your equipment and continuous operation

TNK | Complete Tank Packages

- Complete hydraulic reservoir solution with accessories like gauges, in-tank filters, and air breathers already installed
- Tanks are certified clean, eliminating time-consuming flushing processes
- Available in three (3) performance optimized sizes (12, 18, & 25 gal.)
- Also offered in configurations completely customized to meet your specific footprint.

TCM + CSI-C-11 | Fluid Monitoring w/ App on Google Play

- Easy contamination level measurement of mineral oils and phosphate esters in bulk storage, transfer and dispensing applications
- Fluid condition measurements are recorded, stored and easily recovered via WiFi or Bluetooth® wireless technology with our FluMoS mobile App

Google Play is a trademark of Google LLC.